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Dependence of exchange bias energy on spin projections
at „La,Ca…MnO3 ferromagnetic Õantiferromagnetic interfaces
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Strained epitaxial bilayers and multilayers consisting of La12xCaxMnO3 ferromagnetic~FM! layers
~x50.33, 0.4! and La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 antiferromagnetic~AF! layers were grown on (001)LaAlO3 to
study the evolution of exchange coupling interactions. The epitaxy was revealed by conventional
and high resolution electron microscopy. An out-of-plane lattice expansion is observed mainly on
the FM layers that induces a spontaneous magnetization component normal to the film plane.
Field-cooling experiments with the applied field parallel and perpendicular to the film plane exhibit
loop-shifts~exchange biasing! and enhanced coercivities that depend on the spin projections at the
AF/FM interfaces. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1484230#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1956 Meiklejohn and Bean observed1 that isothermal
magnetizationM (H) loops of cobalt nanoparticles, with
thin layer of antiferromagnetic~AF! CoO coating, could be
displaced on the field axis by more than 1 kOe if the partic
were cooled in a magnetic fieldH. This displacement of the
M (H) loop manifests the ferromagnetic~FM!–AF form of
exchange coupling, which is known as the exchange b
~EB! phenomenon. The EB phenomenon has recently
ceived renewed attention2 due to its important technologica
applications to various devices, such as computer disk r
heads3 and pseudo-spin-valve memory elements,4 that de-
mand an accurate modeling of the magnetization reve
mechanisms involved during anM (H) loop. However, a full
understanding of the EB mechanism, free ofad hocassump-
tions on the interface roughness, is still missing. Recen
Kiwi et al.5,6 have used an EB model, called the frozen
terface model, that applies to a large variety of AF/FM s
tems where the magnetic anisotropy of the AF layer is re
tively large, and thus the energy cost of creating a dom
wall in the AF is quite considerable. The calculations sho5

that the actual microscopic moment arrangement across
interface of exchange coupled FM/AF layers is such that
from the interface the moments in the AF layer lie on an a
that is orthogonal to the moment of the soft-FM layer at
time of cooling through the Ne´el temperatureTN . Close to
interface the AF-compensated interface monolayer free
into a metastable, canted magnetic structure that de
within 1 or 2 monolayers of the interface whereas in the F
layer an incomplete domain wall is formed.6 Thus it is the

a!Electronic mail: christides@ims.demokritos.gr
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frozen interface magnetic moment configuration that p
vides the symmetry breaking necessary to generate an
field HEB after field cooling~FC!.

Of particular interest are the EB properties in colos
magnetoresistance~CMR! compositionally modulated struc
tures consisting of AF/FM (La,Ca)MnO3 layers7–10 because
the involved manganites belong in the category of stron
correlated systems,11 where the magnetic, electronic
and crystal structures interact strongly with each other. T
existence of EB has been revealed7 at first in
@La0.67Ca0.33MnO3(FM)/La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(AF)#15 multilay-
ers grown on (001)LaAlO3 by pulsed laser deposition. Sys
tematic studies with magnetic and magnetotransport m
surements have shown that exchange biasing appea7–9

below a blocking temperatureTB of about 70 K, that is less
than theTN of the AF layer, where the hysteresis loopM (H)
is displaced along the field axis by an amountHEB whereas
an increase of the coercive fieldHc is observed as well. The
origin of such differences betweenTB andTN is a controver-
sial topic in exchange coupled films based on FM and
oxides due to magnetic proximity effects in the AF/F
interfaces.12 Specifically, it was observed that the interfaci
exchange interactions in CMR artificial superlattices affe
systematically both the FM ordering temperatures13 and the
modulation of spin and orbital structures along the stack
direction.14,15 However, exchange biasing has been repor
only in CMR AF/FM multilayers based on combinations
(La,Ca)MnO3 layers with FM (La,A)MnO3 ~A5Ca, Sr!
layers.7–9,16

Since the properties of exchange coupled AF/FM lay
depend, generally,2 on the constituent materials, their thick
nesses, and the FC procedure, we have studied the exch
coupling properties of (La,Ca)MnO3 AF/FM multilayers as
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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a function of Ca21 concentration,9 FM and AF layer
thicknesses,8 and the FC and zero field-cooling~ZFC! proce-
dure to understand this preference. It was shown that at
heart of exchange biasing in (La,Ca)MnO3 AF/FM multilay-
ers is the steep decrease ofMFC and of the FC resistivity,
observed between 5 and 70 K, which are independent f
both the AF and FM layer (tF) thicknesses8 and the Ca21

concentration or the Mn31:Mn41 interface ratio used.9 In a
previous study16 it has been argued that this behavior mig
not be intrinsic to the AF/FM coupling but it can be induc
from extrinsic effects such as disorder, incorrect stoichio
etry, and oxygen deficiency. Our latest study9 shows that al-
though theHEB and FC-Hc fields are affected from the av
erage Ca21 concentration at the FM/AF interfaces, th
magnetothermal and magnetotransport properties are n
simple superposition of the constituent FM~hole-doped! and
AF ~electron-doped! layers. These results indicate that
combination of extrinsic with intrinsic effects is responsib
for the observed exchange-bias in this category of excha
coupled CMR multilayers.

Previous studies17,18have shown that the magnetic pro
erties of single FM (La,Ca)MnO3 films are sensitive to loca
crystal properties and strain fields induced by the lattice m
match with the substrates~extrinsic effects!. The present
study has a double purpose. The first target is to correlate
extrinsic effects that appear in (La,Ca)MnO3 AF/FM bilay-
ers and multilayers with the exchange bias properties, u
magnetic and electron microscopy measurements. The o
target is to probe the spin projections at the FM/AF int
faces, using longitudinal and perpendicular exchange-
experiments19 with the applied field parallel and perpendic
lar to the sample plane. For this reason we focus on the s
of La12xCaxMnO3(FM)/La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(AF) structures
with x50.33 or 0.4, where the maximumHEB andHc

FC val-
ues were observed in the multilayers.7–9

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The beam of an LPX105 eximer laser~Lambda Physic!,
operating with KrF gas (l5248 nm), was focused on a ro
tating target. During deposition the substrate tempera
was stabilized at 700 °C and the oxygen pressure
the chamber was 0.3 Torr, resulting in a deposit
rate of 0.03 nm per pulse. Two multilaye
with @La12xCaxMnO3(4 nm)/La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(4 nm)#15

(x50.33 or 0.4! compositions and the two bilayer
with La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(45 nm)/La0.67Ca0.33MnO3(20 nm),
La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(40 nm)/La0.6Ca0.4MnO3(45 nm) compo-
sitions were prepared by pulsed-laser-deposition of bulk
ichiometric targets on (001)LaAlO3 single crystal substrates
The multilayers were grown on a 40 nm thic
La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 AF buffer layer and their FM, AF layer
thicknesses were chosen to be at about the optim
exchange-biasing effect observed.7–9 In bilayers the AF and
FM layer thicknesses were selected in the positive magn
striction range17,18of strained La–Ca–Mn–O epitaxial films
where the magnetic easy axis is along the direction of ten
strain. For brevity, we named the samples by the Ca con
tration ratiox/y used.
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X-ray diffraction ~XRD! spectra were collected at amb
ent conditions with a Siemens D500 diffractometer us
CuKa radiation. Specimens for cross-section transmiss
electron microscopy~XTEM! were prepared using the stan
dard techniques of mechanical thinning followed by app
priate ion milling. TEM observations were carried out in
Jeol JEM 120 CX electron microscope operated at 120 kV
the electron diffraction analysis, the pseudocubic 100 refl
tion of LaAlO3 was used as a reference for the precise
termination of FM and AF (La,Ca)MnO3 interplanar layer
spacings, determining a precision of60.002 nm. High reso-
lution electron microscopy~HREM! observations were ob
tained with a Topcon 002B microscope operated at 200
Magnetic measurements were performed in a Quantum
sign MPMSR2 superconducting quantum interference dev
magnetometer between 5 and 300 K at a maximum app
field of 5.5 T.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural characterization

Figure 1 shows typical XRD spectr
of @La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(4 nm)/La0.6Ca0.4MnO3(4 nm)#15,
@La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(4 nm)/La0.67Ca0.33MnO3(4 nm)#15 multi-
layers and La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(45 nm)/
La0.6Ca0.33MnO3(20 nm), La0.33Ca0.67MnO3(40 nm)/
La0.67Ca0.4MnO3(45 nm) bilayers. The existence of th
multilayer structure is confirmed by the presence of multi
satellite peaks~Fig. 1! around the (00,) ~,51, 2! Bragg-
peaks in XRD spectra. Since there are no detectable trac
mixed ~001! and~110! textures then gross cumulative roug
ness effects can be excluded. The grouping of the sate
peaks observed~Fig. 1! nearby the (00,) Bragg-positions of
the LaAlO3 substrate indicates that there is a coher
AF/FM superlattice. In multilayers, a multiplet of asymme
ric peak intensities appear around the zeroth order (0,)
peak due to chemical and/or strained interfacial profi
along the growth direction.20

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns around the~001! and~002! LaAlO3 Bragg
peaks~dashed lines!. The order of the satellite peaks from the AF/FM s
perstructure is displayed.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Assuming a pseudocubic structure the observed p
tions of the fundamental (00,) Bragg peaks allow the deter
mination of the out-of-plane lattice spacings~see Table I!. In
0.40/0.67 and 0.33/0.67 bilayers the layer parameters
0.3908 nm forx50.40 ~0.3858 in bulk!, 0.3818 nm forx
50.67 ~0.381 in bulk! and 0.3956 nm forx50.33 ~0.386 in
bulk!, 0.3804 forx50.67, respectively. Evidently, there is a
out-of-plane lattice expansion in the FM layers whereas
AF lattice parameters remain close to bulk~relaxed lattice!
values in the bilayers due to a small lattice mismatch w
the LaAlO3 substrate~0.3792 nm!. For this reason we hav
used an AF buffer layer in the multilayers. Thus an avera
lattice parameter of about 0.3865 and 0.3862 nm is foun
0.40/0.67 and 0.33/0.67 multilayers respectively, which
close to the lattice parameters of the bulk FM material.

However, in the bilayers there is a significant out-o
plane lattice expansion in the FM layer, which is about 4.
~2.5%! for x50.33 and 3%~1.3%! for x50.4 relative to a
lattice spacing of 0.3792 nm in LaAlO3 ~0.386 nm in bulk
FM!. Notably, the expansion forx50.4 is less than forx
50.33, indicating a higher relaxation in the former due
different FM layer thicknesses~45 nm forx50.4 and 20 nm
for x50.33! used. It is worth mentioning here that the F
layer thicknesses were selected on the basis of optimal
taxial registry achieved at the AF/FM interfaces in o
samples, to avoid the combination of the inherent comple
of the magnetic structure with many equivalent easy-a
directions that are often present due to atomic arrangeme
the vicinity of the interface. Thus the observed out-of-pla
lattice expansion can be used in general as an indication
a stress-induced anisotropy in the FM layer, which adds
the total magnetic anisotropy energy. Since the magn
easy axis is along the direction of tensile strain in strain
(La,Ca)MnO3 epitaxial films,17,18 then the FM layers will
have a tendency for an out-of-plane, stress-induced, unia
anisotropy.

Previous electron microscopy investigations of t
perovskite-manganites have shown21,22 that the microstruc-
ture of these materials includes several typical structu
phases and typical types of defect structures including
tiphase boundaries and 90° twin related domains. The m
results of our study are summarized in Figs. 2–5. A TE

TABLE I. Out-of-plane lattice parameters obtained from XRD and HRE
measurements as compared with bulk values of the pseudo cubic unit
Note that the parameters are shown separately for FM and AF laye
bilayers whereas in multilayers only an average lattice parameter ca
estimated from the XRD data. Each parenthesis includes the estimated
in the last digit.

Sample
XRD-ap

~nm!
HREM-ap

~nm!
bulk-ap

~nm!

0.33/0.67 BL-FM 0.3956~5! 0.399~4! 0.386
0.33/0.67 BL-AF 0.3804~5! 0.386~4! 0.381
0.33/0.67 ML-FM 0.3862~5! 0.390~4! 0.386
0.33/0.67 ML-AF 0.3862~5! 0.382~4! 0.381

0.40/0.67 BL-FM 0.3908~5! 0.3858
0.40/0.67 BL-AF 0.3818~5! 0.381
0.40/0.67 ML 0.3865~5!
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micrograph in Fig. 2~a! shows a general cross section vie
of the 0.33/0.67 bilayer whereas in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! the
two electron diffraction patterns~EDP! are given at the same
orientation with the image, both taken along the@001# zone
axis of the perovskite lattice. Figure 2~b! is the EDP that
corresponds to the substrate while Fig. 2~c! shows the com-
mon EDP of the bilayer and the substrate. These ima
indicate a perfect epitaxial registry between the film and
underlying substrate/buffer layer, demonstrating that b
epilayers are at the same crystallographic orientation w
respect to the substrate. Specifically, the LaAlO3 /AF and
AF/FM interfaces are parallel to each other without any i
purity or amorphous layer. The layer thicknesses in the
layer are 45 and 20 nm for the AF and FM layer, resp
tively. A detailed observation of the common diffractio
pattern@Fig. 2~c!# shows the following.

~i! If we consider the growth direction to be along@100#,
by measuring the relatived spacing of the reflections of th
three structures that are parallel, and taking the 200d spac-
ings of LaAlO3 to be 0.3792 nm, the correspondingd spac-
ing of the AF layer is determined to be 0.387 nm and that
the FM layer is 0.398 nm. Thus there is an out-of-planed
spacing expansion along this direction in the epilayers wh
is clearly illustrated in the magnified image of the seco
order reflections of the~100! planes@inset of Fig. 2~c!# in the
common EPD from the three materials. In this inset the ou
diffraction spot corresponds to the substrate, the middle s
to the AF layer, and the inner spot comes from the FM lay
Since the correspondingd spacings in the bulk materials ar
0.381 and 0.386 nm, respectively, then the relative exp
sions are 1.55% and 3% for the AF and FM layers compa
to their values in the bulk~Table I!. In addition, the observed
superlattice reflections in Fig. 2~c! are in agreement with
other TEM studies.21,22

FIG. 2. ~a! A bright field cross section TEM micrograph taken along t
@001# zone axis from a 0.67/0.33 bilayer, demonstrating the morphology
the system and the sharpness of the LaAlO3 /AF and AF/FM interfaces.~b!
Electron diffraction pattern from the substrate.~c! Common electron diffrac-
tion pattern, taken from the substrate and the bilayer structure.
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~ii ! No detectable difference between the~in-plane! d
spacing of the (0h0) planes among the three structures
observed. This means that the two epilayers keep alm
their bulk in-planed spacing in the film structure.

The local atomic arrangement of the two heterostr
tures is illustrated in the HREM image of Fig. 3. Two ma
nified interfacial parts are given in the insets. As seen, b
interfaces exhibit a good epitaxial arrangement. Since lat
fringes from all structures are analyzed in the same ima
thed spacings from planes normal and parallel to the grow
direction can be measured directly. Thus the relative chan
of the d spacing can be calculated with high precision
measuring the length differences from spacings coming fr
a large number of planes. Using as a reference the spacin
30 planes from the substrate, the values obtained for the
and FM layers are 0.386 and 0.399 nm, respectively~Table
I!, in agreement with the electron diffraction analysis.

Similar measurements have been carried out for
multilayer. Figure 4 shows a typical structure of th
multilayer. From this image the thickness of the buffer lay
was found to be 35 nm and the thickness of each FM or
layer is about 3.5 nm. The one inset shows a magnified
of the LaAlO3 /AF interface while the other shows an A
layer residing in between two FM layers. The in-planed
spacings in AF and FM layers are similar with their bu
values. The out-of-planed spacings are 0.382 nm for the A
and 0.390 nm for the FM layers. Thus in both layers
out-of-plane expansion is less than in the bilayer.

FIG. 3. HREM image viewed along the@001# axis of the 0.67/0.33 bilayer
with insets illustrating the structural arrangement at the interfaces.
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Figure 5 shows an HREM image from a FM layer of th
bilayer, exhibiting a contrast modulation parallel to (0h0)
planes. A periodicity of 2d is observed in this image. In
agreement with other TEM studies,21,22 it seems that a gen
eral characteristic of the EDP from a FM layer is the ex
tence of extra superlattice reflections. These correspon
multiple periodicities, which appear as a contrast modulat
in the HREM images. Such features can be identified21,22 as
domain boundaries that may contribute to the specific m
netic properties of this material.

B. Magnetic measurements

The magnetothermal ZFC and FC curves in Figs. 6
were performed by warming up in 100 Oe after havi
cooled in zero field and 50 kOe~FC! for the H i and H'

configurations. In 0.33/0.67 samples, Fig. 8 shows o
M (T) curves withH i because theM (T) curves withH' are
almost identical. For direct comparison, the magnetother
curves of the multilayers withH i are similar with results
from Ref. 9. The insets in Figs. 6–8 show in detail the
furcation of the FC and the ZFC magnetizations. At high
temperatures bifurcation of the FC and ZFC curves occ
between 170 and 255 K~Table II!, whereas exchange biasin

FIG. 4. HREM image of the 0.67/0.33 multilayer with an inset showing
magnified part of the substrate/buffer interface and another inset sho
details from the multilayer structure.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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can be detected only below 70 K. In bilayers the bifurcat
of the FC and the ZFC magnetizations appears a few deg
below the Curie point of the FM layers whereas in multila
ers theTbif is much lower than the magnetic ordering tem
peratures of the AF (TN) and the FM (Tc) layers. This shows
that theTbif depends on the number of AF/FM interfaces a
the layer thicknesses.

The FC curves exhibit a steep decrease ofMFC between
5 and 70 K, that defines7,8 a TB in 0.33/0.67 bilayers and
multilayers~Fig. 8!. In the multilayer the magnitude ofMFC

FIG. 5. HREM image taken from a FM area of the 0.67/0.33 bilayer, sh
ing a modulated contrast with a periodicity of 2d due to planar defects
parallel to the direction of growth.

FIG. 6. Magnetothermal measurements from the 0.40/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, performed by warming up in an applied field of 100 Oe af
cooling down from 300 K in zero field~open circles! and 50 kOe~FC, solid
circles!. For clarity, the insets show the bifurcation between ZFC and
curves. The magnetization is normalized to the total FM volume of the
used.
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FIG. 7. Magnetothermal measurements from the 0.40/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, performed by warming up in an applied field of 100 Oe af
cooling down from 300 K in zero field~open circles! and 50 kOe~FC, solid
circles!. For clarity, the insets show the bifurcation between ZFC and
curves. The magnetization is normalized to the total FM volume of the fi
used.

FIG. 8. Magnetothermal measurements from the 0.33/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, performed by warming up in an applied field of 100 Oe af
cooling down from 300 K in zero field~open circles! and 50 kOe~FC, solid
circles!. For clarity, the insets show the bifurcation between ZFC and
curves. The magnetization is normalized to the total FM volume of the fi
used.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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TABLE II. Typical Hc
ZFC , Mr

ZFC values from the ZFC loops andHEB , Hc
FC , Mr

FC values at 5 K.Tbif is the bifurcation temperature. The magnetic fields a
in Oe and the magnetizations in emu/cm3 units.

Sample HEBi HEB' Hc
FCi Hc

FC' Hc
ZFCi Hc

ZFC' Mr
FCi Mr

FC' Mr
ZFCi Mr

ZFC' Tbif ~K!

0.33/0.67 BL 120 135 710 1830 545 1130 175 360 105 150 255
0.33/0.67 ML 790 340 1245 1510 400 1000 180 160 45 60 215

0.40/0.67 BL 100 150 845 2855 800 2635 155 465 105 420 235
0.40/0.67 ML 640 570 1260 2140 920 2140 220 330 60 170 170
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at TB decreases by an order of magnitude from theMFC at 5
K whereas in the bilayer it becomes about two to three tim
less and the drop ofMFC is less steep. These differences c
be associated directly with the larger displacement of
FC-M (H) loops which is observed~Figs. 9 and 10! in mul-
tilayers. The spin-glass-like ZFC curves in Fig. 6–8 are
dependent from the number of AF/FM interfaces and
exchange bias effect. Such ZFC curves resemble the s
glass-like M (T) curves observed in 100 nm
thick La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films23 at low T. They arise from
microscopic structural distortions due to magnetic micro
homogeneites that are inherent in (La,Ca)Mn3

manganites.21,23–25 However, it should be emphasized th
neither our results nor other studies reveal exchange-bia
effects in single FM or AF thin films.

In 0.40/0.67 bilayers the magnitude ofMFC at 5 K with
H' is 470 emu/cm3 ~Fig. 7! whereas forH i it is only
180 emu/cm3 ~Fig. 6!. Furthermore, the FC curves withH'

do not show a steep decrease ofMFC between 5 and 70 K
~Figs. 7 and 8!. In 0.40/0.67 multilayers the magnitude o
MFC at TB becomes ten times smaller than theMFC value at
5 K for H i andH' , as in 0.33/0.67 multilayers, whereas
the bilayer withH i it becomes about two times less. Th
physical origin of these differences can be understood
hysteresis loop measurements.

Typical FC and ZFC loops taken at 5 K are shown in
Figs. 9–12. TheHc and HEB fields were derived from iso
thermal loops at low temperatures after ZFC from 300 K a
FC in 50 kOe. TheHEB is defined as the loop shift and th
Hc as the halfwidth of the loop. Figures 9 and 10 sho
M (H) loops of the 0.40/0.67 bilayer and multilayer with th
external field applied parallel~perpendicular! to the film
plane. Figures 11 and 12 showM (H) loops of the 0.33/0.67
bilayer and multilayer with the field applied parallel (H i)
and perpendicular (H') to the film plane, respectively. Th
obtainedHc

FC, Hc
ZFC coercive fields and remanence magn

tization Mr
FC, Mr

ZFC values are listed in Table II. A measur
of the squareness of the loops can be obtained from the
of remanent to saturation magnetizations: SQ5Mr /Ms ,
which are listed in the first four columns of Table III. No
that theMr values from the FC loop were estimated for t
symmetric loop shape, which is centered atHEB and not at
H50. Apparently, theM (H) loops with H' exhibit more
squared loop shapes and largerHc values than theM (H)
loops with H i , that is, more pronounced in the 0.40/0.
bilayer. These properties indicate that there is a spontan
magnetization normal to the film.
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The FC-M (H) loops withH i andH' exhibit larger dis-
placement along the field axis in multilayers than t
FC-M (H) loops in bilayers~Table II!. However, the ex-
change energy per unit areaJex5MsHEBtF should be con-
stant and independent of thetF since the FM/AF exchange
biasing is an interfacial property. Table III displays the es
matedJex values forH i only because there is a large unce
tainty to determine theMs for H' due to the nontrivial cor-
rections involved~e.g., demagnetization factor, diamagne
signal from substrate, etc.!. Remarkably, theJex is compa-
rable between the two multilayers and between the two
layers, within the accuracy of the magnetic parameters
volved, but theJex is different for the two cases. Suc
deviations in the measurement ofJex between bilayers and
multilayers can be explained by the spin projections
AF/FM interfaces. Since magnetic relaxation measu
ments10 in these multilayers reveal that the EB energy

FIG. 9. Magnetic hysteresis loops from the 0.40/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, measured at 5 K after cooling from 300 K in zero field~open
circles! and 50 kOe~solid circles!. The external field is parallel with the film
plane. The insets show saturation loops in full scale.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. Magnetic hysteresis loops from the 0.40/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, measured at 5 K after cooling from 300 K in zero field~open
circles! and 50 kOe~solid circles!. The external field is perpendicular to th
film plane. The insets show saturation loops in full scale.

FIG. 11. Magnetic hysteresis loops from the 0.33/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, measured at 5 K after cooling from 300 K in zero field~open
circles! and 50 kOe~solid circles!. The external field is parallel with the film
plane. The insets show saturation loops in full scale.
Downloaded 20 Jun 2002 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
mainly stored in partial~or incomplete! domain walls in the
FM layer, then the frozen interface model of Kiwiet al.5,6

can be used in our case as well. In the Discussion section
explain the role of tensile strain anisotropy on the differe
Jex values~Table III! obtained between bilayers and mult
layers using Kiwi’s approximation.6

IV. DISCUSSION

In (La,Ca)MnO3 epitaxial films the epitaxial strain is th
major source of magnetic anisotropy17,18 whereas the intrin-
sic, bulk magnetocrystalline anisotropy is at least an orde
magnitude smaller. It was observed17 that pseudomorphic
growth of FM (La,Ca)MnO3 films on (001)LaAlO3 can re-
sult in out-of-plane uniaxial tensile strain, inducing an ea
axis anisotropy along this direction that may cause a spo
neous magnetization normal to the film. Specifically, t
magnitude of an out-of-plane uniaxial anisotropyKu

'106 erg/cm3, that is observed17,18 in strained
(La,Ca)MnO3 FM films on LaAlO3 , competes with the ex-
change energy per unit area in exchange coupled AF/
interfaces,2,8 Jex'0.1 to 1 erg/cm2, and it can determine the
domain pattern in the FM layers. Thus the large out-of-pla
lattice expansion observed in the FM layers is expected
determine the direction of the uniaxial anisotropy in the
layers.

In this study we observe for the first time a strai
induced, out-of-plane lattice expansion in exchange coup
CMR multilayers that stabilizes a spontaneous magnetiza
component normal to film plane, whereas previous works17,18

e

e

FIG. 12. Magnetic hysteresis loops from the 0.33/0.67 bilayer and
multilayer, measured at 5 K after cooling from 300 K in zero field~open
circles! and 50 kOe~solid circles!. The external field is perpendicular to th
film plane. The insets show saturation loops in full scale.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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Downloaded 20 Ju
TABLE III. The loop squareness parameter SQ5(Mr /Ms) is listed at the first four columns. FM layer thick
nesses, saturation magnetizationMs

FC values extracted from FC loops at 5 K, and the corresponding excha
bias energies per unit areaJex are displayed in the last three columns. TheJex values are estimated from the FC
magnetizations withH i and each parenthesis includes the estimated error in the last digit.

Sample SQi
FC SQ'

FC SQi
ZFC SQ'

ZFC
t f

~nm!
Ms

FCi

(emu/cm3)
Jexi

(erg/cm2)

0.33/0.67 BL 0.21 0.38 0.20 0.19 27 690 0.22~2!
0.33/0.67 ML 0.26 0.49 0.11 0.23 4 490 0.15~2!

0.40/0.67 BL 0.24 0.73 0.18 0.73 45 590 0.26~2!
0.40/0.67 ML 0.34 0.50 0.16 0.38 4 480 0.13~2!
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report this effect in single FM thin films. The observed e
taxial layer growth does not allow strain-relaxation acro
the film, resulting in a very strong perpendicular anisotro
that overcomes the magnetostatic energy from the shape
isotropy in multilayers. The obtainedM (H) loop shapes
~Figs. 9–12! show an inclination of the average magnetiz
tion out of the film plane and provide evidence for coexi
ence of a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (K') with a
comparatively large in-plane component of the magnet
tion due to shape anisotropy. Since at lowT the FM and the
AF phases undergo a phase transformation from
pseudocubic high temperature structures to low-symm
phases,21,23 then below the transition temperature the ad
tional stresses across the interfaces can be an impo
source for magnetic chirality effects.26 In principle, such ef-
fects can affect mostly the magnetization reversal mec
nism in our AF/FM multilayers because the involved mang
nites belong in the category of strongly correlated syste
This strong interaction can create, among other effects, l
range texture that results27 in phase separation and, of pa
ticular interest here, short range texture in La0.67Ca0.33MnO3

thin films. However, despite the strong correlation effects
was observed28 that at ;100 K the profile of a magnetic
domain wall in 200 nm thick films of La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 can
be described in terms of a balance between the quan
mechanical exchange stiffness and any anisotropies pre
as in any simple29 FM material.

Magnetic relaxation measurements have been emplo
in a recent study,10 showing that during the magnetizatio
reversal in the FM layer there is no significant reversal in
AF layer which would lead to a variable exchange field a
ing on the FM domains.30 In addition, low-field magnetore
sistance measurements of tetragonal La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 single
FM films31 suggests that magnetization reversal proceeds
a domain process. Thus based on these experimental re
it is reasonble to assume that on application of a mode
field to exchange-coupled (La,Ca)MnO3 AF/FM multilayers
or bilayers, most of the twist in magnetization would occ
in the FM layer because the direction of the net sublat
magnetization in the AF layer is fixed by a relatively hig
uniaxial anisotropyKAF . The additional applied field energ
needed to create an interfacial magnetization twist in the
layer shows up as a shiftedM (H) loop that defines theJex as
MsHEBtF . Thus in order to explain the observed differenc
of Jex between the multilayers and bilayers we have to c
sider the effect of strain-induced anisotropy in the sto
n 2002 to 143.233.249.77. Redistribution subject to A
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energy per unit interface area. Among the existing E
models5 we find it more suitable to use the model of Kiw
et al.6 to do this.

According to this model the compensated AF crys
face at the AF/FM interface freezes in a canted spin confi
ration belowTN , with a canting angleucÞ90° relative to
cooling field, whereas an incomplete domain wall is form
in the FM layer. The stored energy per unit interfa
area depends on6 the ratios of effective anisotropy
D5KFM/2JFM and effective interface coupling
k52(JFM/AF /JFM)cosuc ~J and K denote the Heisenber
exchange and anisotropy parameters! and the magnetization
vector angleu j , of the j th FM monolayer relative to the field
cooling direction~H i and H' in this study!. Table I shows
clearly that the out-of-plane lattice expansion is larger in F
layers than in AF layers, indicating that the projection of sp
vectorSFM in the adjacent FM interface depends on the sta
induced, out-of-plane anisotropy that adds inKFM . Thus the
effect of spin projections, which is a dot product, in interfa
exchange coupling energy can be described by a Heisen

spin Hamiltonian:5 ĤFM/AF52JFM/AF(SAF
a 1SAF

b )•SFM ,
whereSAF

a and SAF
b are canted spin vectors in the AF inte

face, belonging to thea- and b-AF sublattices, andJFM/AF

denotes the Heisenberg exchange parameter which sh
not be confused with the phenomenological interfacial
change energyJex.

Since the discovery of the EB phenomenon,1 the chal-
lenge is to explain why the observed exchange fields
typically of order 1% of this Heisenberg exchange field,5,32,33

or equivalently, whyJex(energy/area)!JFM/AFSAF•SFM /a2,
with a being the lattice spacing. Kiwiet al.6 have shown that
the twist of the magnetic spring, or incomplete domain wa
in the FM layer is always less than 20° and thus the sm
amount of energy stored in the wall is a relevant feature
understand the magnitude ofHEB, as well as its overestimat
by the early theories.32,33 In the microscopic model this ef
fect is residing on the dot product, or spin projection ter
Our experimental findings in Tables I and III suggest that
addition of an out-of-plane uniaxial anisotropy termKu

('106 erg/cm3), due to uniaxial tensile strain, in the store
energy per unit interface area results in largerJex for larger
out-of-plane lattice expansion in the FM layers. According
Tables I and III this means that a larger elastic energy
stored in the thicker FM layers of a bilayer, causing a mo
randomized magnetic moment configuration in the AF int
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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face. Thus it is the enhancement of the short range tex
that stores additional EB energy in the AF/FM interface
the bilayers relative to multilayers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have observed the existence of perp
dicular exchange-biasing in CMR multilayers with an out-o
plane easy axis. The interfacial exchange energies per
areaJex were determined to be about twice as big for t
in-plane FC geometry in exchange-coupled AF/FM bilay
than in (La,Ca)MnO3 multilayers~Table III!. This difference
between the bilayers and the multilayers can be explaine
the observed out-of-plane lattice expansion of the FM lay
that was observed by XRD, XTEM, and HREM measu
ments. In addition, the observedM (H) loop shapes show a
inclination of the average magnetization out of the film pla
and provide clear experimental evidence for coexistence
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with a comparativ
large in-plane component of the magnetization due to sh
anisotropy. As a consequence, the obtained differences inJex

between bilayers and multilayers can be attributed to dif
ent spin projections at FM/AF interfaces. Furthermore, it c
be argued that spin-freezing of the perpendicular and lo
tudinal components is the main reason for the steep decr
of MFC and of the FC resistivity, observed in Figs. 6–8 b
tween 5 and 70 K and the FC resistivity reported in Re
7–9 as well. Accordingly, the differentHEB andHc

FC values
in Table II, and those observed in our previous studies7–9 as
a function of the layer thickness or the interfacial Ca21 con-
centration, can be explained from the different spin proj
tions at FM/AF interfaces that depend strongly on the
main structure in the FM layers. Overall, this work reve
the connection of an extrinsic effect, such as out-of-pla
lattice expansion in the FM layer, with systematic chang
observed in EB ~intrinsic! properties of AF/FM
(La,Ca)MnO3 thin films.
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